GoSecure Helps the World’s Largest Manufacturer and Distributor Of
Thread And Sewing Supplies Answer The Question – Are We Secure?

CASE STUDY
COATS GROUP PLC

THE CHALLENGE
Coats Group PLC was building a
new cybersecurity practice and
needed both tools and expertise
to answer the question “Are We
Secure?”

THE SOLUTION
By installing a suite of GoSecure
Titan Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) capabilities, Coats
saw immediate results including
the detection and quarantine
of three systems containing
malware that had previously gone
undetected.

WHY GOSECURE
The GoSecure Titan platform offers
visibility and control that helps
Coats cybersecurity leadership
“sleep better at night” knowing
systems are more secure.

When Benjamin Corll, VP of Cybersecurity and Data Protection / Chief
Information Security Officer joined the Coats Group PLC he faced a
significant challenge – answer the question “Are we Secure?”
The Coats Group is the world’s largest manufacturer and distributor
of sewing thread and supplies, and the second-largest manufacturer
of zips and fasteners. Founded in 1755 in Paisley, Scotland, this global
firm has more than 17,000 employees in 50 countries today.
Starting from scratch, Corll knew he would have to invest in both
people and tools to build a security practice, while being cost
conscious and getting the most skilled help possible. He also knew
he wanted to implement a foundation for his new organization built
on a Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solution suite. Having
worked with GoSecure at a previous company, Corll knew where to
turn for the experienced people and effective tools he needed at
Coats.
Coats implemented a GoSecure Titan MDR solution with 6,500
endpoints, and support for up to 8,500, that includes:
• GoSecure Titan Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
• GoSecure Titan Network Detection and Response (NDR)
• GoSecure Titan Next Generation Anti-Virus (NGAV)
Like many GoSecure clients, Coats started with their endpoints by
deploying the EDR solution. Appliances were installed at their hub
sites. They quickly detected and quarantined three systems with
malware that previous software had not detected. Within the next
half-year, Corll added NGAV to their solutions.

“After many conversations during the review
process with different team leaders, I realized how
focused and knowledgeable the (GoSecure) team
was and that our organization would not just be a
number, but a partner with a name.”
Benjamin Corll
VP of Cybersecurity and Data Protection /
Chief Information Security Officer

The results of GoSecure’s solutions have been obvious to Corll. “The
great visibility and control helps me sleep better at night with peace
of mind that we have broad visibility and control - and that 6,500 of
our systems are secure.”

COATS GROUP PLC

For Coats Group, a long-term relationship with GoSecure
means having the experienced professionals, proven security
tools and customer-focused support needed to deliver for their
organization. “I have been most impressed with the continued
growth and improvement of the GoSecure portfolio with enhanced
functionality and capabilities. Plus, GoSecure people understand
the entire enhanced suite,” remarked Corll.
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•

GoSecure Titan Managed
Detection and Response (MDR)

•

GoSecure Titan Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR)

•

GoSecure Titan Network
Detection and Response (NDR)

•

GoSecure Titan Next
Generation Anti-Virus (NGAV)

GoSecure is a recognized cybersecurity leader and innovator,
pioneering the integration of endpoint, network, and email threat
detection into a single Managed Detection and Response service.
The GoSecure Titan platform delivers predictive multi-vector
detection, prevention, and response to counter modern cyber
threats. Our Titan MDR is designed to detect and respond in less
than 15 minutes, delivering rapid response and active mitigation
services that directly touch the customers’ network and endpoints.
For over 10 years, GoSecure has been helping customers better
understand their security gaps and improve their organizational risk
and security maturity through MDR and Advisory Services solutions
delivered by one of the most trusted, skilled and experienced teams
in the industry.
To learn more, please visit: https://www.gosecure.net.

